190 TFlops Astrophysical $N$-body Simulation on cluster of GPUs
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Abstract—We present the results of a hierarchical $N$-body simulation on DEGIMA, a cluster of PCs with 576 graphic processing units (GPUs) and using an InfiniBand interconnect. DEGIMA stands for DEstimation for GPU Intensive MAchine, and is located at Nagasaki Advanced Computing Center (NACC), Nagasaki University. In this work, we have upgraded DEGIMA’s interconnect using InfiniBand.

DEGIMA is composed by 144 nodes with 576 GT200 GPUs. An astrophysical $N$-body simulation with $3,278,982,596$ particles using a treecode algorithm shows a sustained performance of 190.5 TFPs on DEGIMA. The overall cost of the hardware was $411,921 dollars. The maximum corrected performance is 104.8 TFPs for a 131,072-body simulation on an NVIDIA GeForce 8800 GTX with their code kirin [3]. More recently, Hamada reported a performance of 653 GFlops for a 131,072-body simulation on an NVIDIA GeForce 8800 GTS/512 [10]. Gaburov et al. report a performance of 800 GFlops for a $10^6$ particle simulation on two GeForce 9800GX2s with their code Sapporo [5].

One of the most common problems in previous GPU implementations of hierarchical algorithms was the inefficient use of parallel pipelines when the number of target particles per cell was small. In order to solve this problem, we developed a method that could pack “multiple walks” that are evaluated by the GPU simultaneously. As a result, a drastic gain in performance was achieved as compared to previous implementations of these hierarchical algorithms on GPUs.

We performed an astrophysical $N$-body simulation of a sphere of radius $1,152$ Megaparsec (mega parsec) with $3,278,982,596$ particles for $1,000$ time-steps using our GPU-tree algorithm.

I. INTRODUCTION

Ground-breaking $N$-body simulations have won the Gordon Bell prize in 1992 [24], [1995-2003] [18], [4], [25], [23], [13], [15], [17], [16], 2006 [19], and 2009 [9] in many cases with the aid of special-purpose computers, i.e. GRAPE. However, in the field of $N$-body simulations during the past few years, graphics processing units (GPUs) have been preferred, rather than the expensive special-purpose computers.

In astrophysical $N$-body simulations, we solve for the force due to gravitational interactions between $N$ bodies, which is given by:

$$ f_i = m_i G \sum_j \frac{m_j r_{ij}}{(r_{ij}^2 + \epsilon^2)^{3/2}}, \quad (1) $$

where $r_i$ and $m_i$ are the position and mass of $i$-th particle. $r_{ij} = r_j - r_i$, $\epsilon$ is a softening parameter, and $G$ is the gravitational constant.

The direct $O(N^2)$ $N$-body simulations of equation (1) using NVIDIA’s CUDA (Compute Unified Device Architecture) programming environment have achieved a performance of over 200 GFlops on a single GPU: Hamada et al. reported a performance of 256 GFlops for a 131,072-body simulation on an NVIDIA GeForce 8800 GTX [8]. Nyland et al. reported a performance of 342 GFlops for a 16,384-body simulation on an NVIDIA GeForce 8800 GTX [20]. Belleman et al. also reported a GPU performance of 340 GFlops for a 131,072-body simulation on an NVIDIA GeForce 8800 GTX with their code kirin [3]. More recently, Hamada reported a performance of 653 GFlops for a 131,072-body simulation on an NVIDIA GeForce 8800 GTS/512 [10]. Gaburov et al. report a performance of 800 GFlops for a $10^6$ particle simulation on two GeForce 9800GX2s with their code Sapporo [5].

II. GPU TREECODE

A. The Treecode

The treecode by Barnes and Hut [1] represents a system of $N$ particles in a hierarchical manner by the use of a spatial tree data structure, as shown in Figure 1. Whenever the force on a particle is required, the tree is traversed, starting at the root. At each level, a gravity center of particles in a cell is added to an “interaction list” if it is distant enough for the truncated series approximation to maintain sufficient accuracy.
Fig. 1. Hierarchical division of the calculation domain and the corresponding tree structure.

Fig. 2. Interaction list in Barnes’ modified tree algorithm. The small black dots represent the interacting particles. The white circles represent the truncated series expansions for each cell. Both the dots and circles are included in an interaction list.

Fig. 3. Definition of the conceptual diagram used in the following three figures.

Fig. 4. Interaction list diagram and a conceptual diagram of the computations, shown in Figure 2 and Figure 3 respectively, are used to graphically describe different treecode implementations, and to clearly depict its parallel and sequential computations. For brevity we shall call the target particles “i-particles” and the source particles “j-particles”. \( N_i \) is the number of i-particles in the terminal cell, and \( N_j \) is the number of j-particles that interact with it.

A GPU implementation used in [20] and [3] is depicted in Figure 4. In these works, each thread calculates the force on a different i-particle– we call this the “i-parallel” approach. In this method, when the number of i-particles in a walk \( N_g \) (which shares the same interaction list as the j-particles) is smaller than the number of physical processor units, the rest of the processors remain idle. Since the optimal \( N_g \) for GPUs is typically of the order of several hundreds, the efficiency of processor usage tends to be low in this implementation. Belleman et al. [3] use a large \( N_g \) –up to 32,768– to cover for this inefficiency.

An alternative approach proposed by Hamada et al. [8] is
Fig. 4. Implementation of the GPU code reported by Nyland et al.[20] and Belleman et al.[3].

Fig. 5. Implementation of GPU code reported by Hamada et al.[8].

Fig. 6. Implementation of the novel GPU code reported by this paper—the multiple walks method.

shown in Figure 5. In this case, the so-called “j-parallel” approach is used in addition to the i-parallel approach. The j-particles are divided into several groups, and the partial forces on the i-particles are calculated by different blocks. Multiple threads on each block evaluate different i-particles. The number of parallel i-particles is equal to the number of physical processors divided by the number of thread-blocks ($N_{blocks}$), which is usually smaller than $N_g$. Therefore, the performance is better than that of the first approach. However, the results of the kernel benchmarks ([9]) show only a marginal increase in performance over the Phantom-GRAPE. This is due to the overhead of the reduction operations required for the partial forces. Indeed, in this approach, partial forces on an i-particle are calculated by different blocks. Consequently, they need to be summed. Unfortunately, the reduction operations on a GPU are slow due to the large overhead in the thread synchronization. There is a report available on the reduction operations that run on GPUs [21]. However, it is only valid for reductions of large arrays with thousands of elements. Therefore, the fastest method for the reduction of small arrays is to use the host CPU. Hence, the amount of communication between the GPU and the host CPU increases by $N_{blocks}$.

B. Details of proposed code

In this section, we explain the details of our novel approach and present its advantages over previous approaches. They key idea of our novel approach comes from viewing each thread block as one GRAPE, and mapping the previous tree-GRAPE algorithm accordingly. Figure 6 presents a conceptual diagram of our method: at the thread-block level, multiple walks (tree traversals) are evaluated by different blocks, where only a
complete interaction lists is evaluated within a single block; and at the thread level, threads within a block evaluate different \(i\)-particles that belong to the same walk. The sequence of the algorithm is as follows:

1. First, the data of the multiple walks are prepared on the host CPU, i.e., the lists of \(i\)-particles and \(j\)-particles of each walk are prepared. The number of walks in each calculation is determined by the size of the GPU global memory.
2. Multiple walks are then sent to the GPU.
3. Calculations are performed. The GPU is partitioned so that each GPU block evaluates a single walk.
4. The forces calculated by the different blocks in the GPU are received in a bundle.
5. The orbital integration and other calculations are performed on the host CPU.
6. The process is repeated.

A pseudo C++ code for one GPU call from the host is as follows:

```c++
void force_nwalk(
    float4 xi[],
    float4 xj[],
    float4 accp[],
    int ioff[],
    int joff[],
    int nwalk)
{
    // block level parallelism
    for(int iw=0; iw<nwalk; iw++){
        int ni = ioff[iw+1] - ioff[iw];
        int nj = joff[iw+1] - joff[iw];
        // thread level parallelism
        for(int i=0; i<ni; i++){
            int ii = ioff[iw] + i;
            float x = xi[ii].x;
            float y = xi[ii].y;
            float z = xi[ii].z;
            float eps2 = xi[ii].w;
            float z = xi[ii].z;
            float r2 = eps2 + dx*dx + dy*dy + dz*dz;
            float rinv = 1.f / r2;
            float r2inv = rinv * r2inv;
            float dx = xj[jj].x - x;
            float dy = xj[jj].y - y;
            float dz = xj[jj].z - z;
            float r2inv = r2inv * r2inv;
            float ax = dx * r2inv;
            float ay = dy * r2inv;
            float az = dz * r2inv;
        }
    }
}
```

In all the previous approaches, the outer most loop (walk-loop) has been performed serially, and either the next \(i\)-loop or the inner most \(j\)-loop has been mapped to the multiple blocks of GPU. In our new approach, the outer most walk-loop is mapped to the multiple blocks, hence we can fully exploit the parallel nature of the GPU. Our approach has several advantages. First, the reduction of partial forces is no longer necessary since each walk is calculated in a block and no \(j\)-parallelization is used. This solves the problem in the previous approach proposed by Hamada et al. Second, multiple walks are sent to a GPU simultaneously, and the forces of the multiple walks are also retrieved from the GPU at the same time. This enables a more efficient communication between the CPU and GPU, since the number of direct memory access (DMA) requests decrease, and the length of each DMA transfer becomes longer. Third, it makes parallelization in the host computation easier. Our approach involves the calculation of multiple walks at the same time. Therefore, each thread in the GPU can process a group of different walks in parallel.

In summary, we have successfully developed a novel tree algorithm that can be implemented efficiently on GPUs. Implementation results [9] show that our new algorithm has a speed performance that is 2.4 times that of the previous GPU implementations.

### III. Performance

In this section, we present an astrophysical \(N\)-body simulation that uses our novel algorithm, on our DEGIMA GPU cluster. We used CentOS for the machines that used x86_64 Linux (version 5.1) as the operating system, and OpenMPI (version 1.2.8) for the implementation of message passing interface and OFED 1.4 for InfiniBand. The CPU code was written in C++ and compiled with the GNU compiler collection (version 4.1.2). The GPU code was also written in CUDA/C++ and complied with the NVIDIA CUDA compilation tool (version 2.3), respectively.

#### A. Performance on a single node

As a reference for the parallel results, we present the single node performance of our tree algorithm that make use of all four GPU chips. The test problem is based on an uniform distribution of points for which we present the total computational time for a single time-step, this includes: spatial division, tree construction, sorting of particles, list construction, Host-GPU data transfers, force evaluation on the GPU, and time integration. The single node test runs 4 MPI processes, where each process exclusively handles one of the four GPUs. Figure 7 presents the results for a single node performance: Figure 7(a) shows the total computational time for a single time-step for different problem sizes (from 262,144 bodies to 67,108,864 bodies), and a breakdown for the each stage of the tree algorithm (Host to GPU data transfer, GPU kernel execution, GPU to Host data transfer, and all other calculations on the host); Figure 7(b) shows the effective bandwidth utilization of the Host-GPU data transfers through PCI-express gen 2.0 link (with a theoretical peak 8 [GB/sec])
for one of the MPI processes. In Figure 7(b), we can see the performance drop for the case in 33,554,432 bodies and 67,108,864 bodies, this is because of “swapping”. If our tree algorithm consumes all of the random access memory (RAM) of the host for storing particles, it can employ the swap filesystem that makes use of the hard disk drive (HDD) to store particles overflowing from the RAM.

B. Performance on DEGIMA system

We performed an astrophysical $N$-body simulation of a sphere of radius 1.152 Mpc (mega parsec) with 3,278,982,596 particles for 1,000 timesteps. A particle represents $1.7 \times 10^{10}$ solar masses. We assigned initial positions and velocities to particles of a spherical region selected from a discrete realization of a density contrast field based on a standard cold dark matter scenario. We performed the simulation from $z = 23.8$, where $z$ is red-shifted, to $z = 0$. Figure 10 shows images of the simulation with 64M particles.

The change in the performance with the evolution of the system is shown in Figure 8, along with its breakdown in Figure 9. In Figure 9, we can see a constant oscillation of the CPU time that is caused by our algorithm, as sorting of particles takes place every 5 time-steps. The sorting algorithm uses a Morton-ordering scheme.

Here, we use an operation count of 38 operations per interaction. The floating point operation count used by previous Gordon Bell winners for hierarchical $N$-body simulations has always been 38, both on general and special purpose computers [25], [23], [13], [12], [9]. The 38 comes from the method of calculating gravity using the Newton-Raphson method with an initial guess by Chebyshev interpolation [11]. It is close to 38 when a division and a square root are counted as ten floating point operations, respectively. Although this operation count strictly holds for CPU only, as GPUs can perform division or square root operations in less than 10 multiplications or additions. We have adapted this operation count once again in our calculations for the sake of comparability as an “equivalent CPU Flops” rather than a “GPU Flops”.

In total, the number of particle-particle interactions was $3.1 \times 10^{16}$. The whole 1,000 time-step simulation took 6,180 seconds and the resulting average computing speed was 190.5 TFlops.

It should be noted that our modified tree algorithm performs a larger number of operations than the conventional tree algorithm that runs on a general-purpose microprocessor. In order to rectify this, we estimated the operation count of the original tree algorithm for the same simulation based on the data of a simulation image (at $z = 0$) and the same accuracy parameter. The number of interaction counts was then found to be $1.7 \times 10^{16}$, consequently a correction factor 0.55 is used. Using the correction factor, we obtained an effective sustained speed of 104.8 TFlops, which results on a price/performance ratio of $254.4 \text{ MFlops/}$ ($3.93$/GFlops).

Finally, it should also be noted that our modified tree algorithm is more accurate than the original tree algorithm for the same accuracy parameter, as shown in [2][13].

IV. HARDWARE CONFIGURATION

We have built a 144-node cluster of PCs in which each node has two GeForce GTX295 graphics cards (Figure 13(b)), and each card has two GT200 GPU chips (Figure 11). As a whole, DEGIMA is composed by 576 GT200 GPU chips. One compute node consists of 2.66 GHz Intel Core i7 920 processor, MSI X58 pro-E mother board, 12 GB DDR3-1333 memory and Mellanox MHE144-XTC SDR InfiniBand host adaptor.

Figure 12 shows a block diagram of DEGIMA. Compute nodes are physically organized in groups of 24, the nodes of each group are connected to a 36-port QDR switch through 10 Gbps SDR links. The six switches are interconnected with trunked QDR links (80 Gbps), in a bar topology arrangement. For all connections, we used passive copper cables. A photograph of the GPU cluster is shown in Figure 13(a).
Fig. 8. Performance comparison between two interconnects on DEGIMA: gigabit and InfiniBand.

Fig. 9. Breakdown of the calculation time of each time-step.

Fig. 10. Snapshots of the simulation with 64M particles at $z = 18.8$ (left), $z = 4.5$ (middle left), $z = 2.6$ (middle right), and $z = 0$ (right).
The costs of the constituent elements of DEGIMA are summarized in Table I. The total price of 576 GPUs, 144 PCs, and InfiniBand networks was $411,921. All prices are inclusive of a sales tax of 5%. The sustained performance was 190.5 TFlops. The corrected performance of the astrophysical N-body simulation in section III is 104.8 TFlops, which results in a cost performance of 254.4 MFlops/$ and $3.93/GFlops.

The cumulative power consumption for the whole simulation time of 6,180 seconds results 172 kWh, it includes power for air-conditioners and electric fans, and it was directly measured from the power meter. Therefore, this simulation achieved an averaged power consumption of 100 kW and a performance per watt value of 1.05 GFlops/W.

A. Application mapping

To compensate the relatively narrow inter-switch bandwidth which comes from the low-cost configuration, the application program was optimized to map its spatial locality to the network topology. The 576 MPI processes map to the same number of sub-domains that have been created as follows: First, the root domain is divided into 12 slabs in x-direction.
Then, each slab is divided into 6 columns in y-direction, and each column is divided into 8 boxes in z-direction. In this way, 2 slabs fit in 1 switch and 4 boxes fit in 1 compute node. All y- or z-directional communications are confined within a switch, and x-directional communications only occur between neighbor switches.

This kind of approach might be beneficial for many other ‘short-range interaction’ applications, however, rarely employed unless the network configuration is designed from the application side.

V. CONCLUSION

A hierarchical N-body simulation has been performed on a cluster of 576 graphics processing units (GPUs). Using this fast N-body solver, an Astrophysical N-body simulation using 3,278,982,596 particles was performed as a standard benchmark.

With our approach, the tree algorithm shows a significant performance gain when executed on GPUs as compared to the performance of the hierarchical algorithms running on CPUs. The previous implementations of the hierarchical algorithms made it difficult to achieve an effective GPU performance, especially compared to their performances on conventional PC clusters. Using our approach, however, a GPU cluster can outperform a PC cluster from the viewpoints of cost/performance, power/performance, and hardware footprint/performance. The Astrophysical N-body simulation showed a sustained performance of 190.5 TFlops. The overall cost of the hardware was $411,921 dollars. The corrected performance is 104.8 TFlops, which results in a cost performance of 254.4 MFlops/$ and $3.93/GFlops. The correction is performed by counting the Flops based on the most efficient CPU algorithm. Any extra Flops that arise from the GPU implementation and parameter differences are not counted.

Compared to the Gordon Bell winner of 2009 [9], the number of particles used in the present simulation is 2.04 times larger. Furthermore, the performance is 4.52 times higher and the price/performance is 2.51 times better as shown in Table II.
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